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ABSTBACT..

This research attempts to answer two ruestions: wnat are the

reasons behind turnover among engineers at the Defense~

Communications Agency (DCA) and what attracts .and motivates

DCA's engineers. Interviews with engineers who left 3CA

hetweerz January, 1981 and February, 1984 showed that they

are overall individuals who: have a strong, primary need to

do professional, challeLging technical work that is also

important work; and to perform the work in a j roiessional

envircnment where apireciation of their work is communicated

to them ty competent management. They are drawn to a

particular job largely by the nature of the work it offers.

The cpiortunity to have a positive persona impct is

another attractor variable, as is the o*.portunity tc grow

jrofessicnally and technically. The motivation to seek a

new job can come from the perception that one is dead-ended

professicnally or has no more o£@ortunity to grow tecnni-

cally. For the majority, salary is at most a secondary

consideration in deciding to leave a joD. Engineers may

also te induced to leave a challenging, significant jcb if

matters external to the work process itself become intoler-

able or highly frustrating, and a position of e ual or

greater merit is available elsewhere.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of soplisticated electronic weapons

systems, and the raiid advancements in space and telecommu-

micatioas technologies, the sophisticated scientist and

engineer become a resource critical to a successful national

def ense strategy. The Defense Communications Agency (DCA)

is deeliy entrenched in one segment of the Department of

Defense's (DoD's) high technology (high-tech) business.

A. A LOCK AT DCA, A BIGH-TICH EMPLOYER

DCA is responsible for the design, management, evalua-

tion and evolution of the DoD's worldwide Deiense

Communications System (DCS) The worldwide DCS is made up

oz all of the DoD's lon.- haul, point to point communications

networks, such as the Autovon telephone system, and the

Defense Digital (automated data) Network, and all of their

component subsystems: the Defense Comnmuicdtions Satellite -

System (DSCS), various power systems, transmission systems,

operations centers, and much more. The DCS is a 40 billion -

dollar telecommunications "plant," approximately, which must

he intercperable with U.S. commercial systems and with the

military and coamexcial tele- communications systems of -

allied nations. it must be highi survivable in terms of

enemy attack or attempts at sabota~e. It must be and remain

state-of-the-art in character. Engineers at DCA plaa,

design, and oversee the system's evoiution to twenty years

in the future, as well as manage it in its present state.

~Ihis writer's hoj.e, at this point, is that readers will

begin to appreciate rCA's need for many, very sophisticated

telecommunications systems engineers. IL fact, one highly



respected director cf a key segment of DCA's engineering

resources once remarked that, in his opinion, it tock about

ten years to "build" an engineer who could do DCA's required 9

systems-level engineering in a thoroughly knowledgeatle

manner.

Unplanned turnover among engineers, tLen, is a very

costly thing to DCA. This is not soleiy in terms cf dollars

when it can take up tc ten years to acquire Lroad and thor-

ough worldwide systems expertise, and man. years to reach

varying joints of intermediate expertise. ULplanned turn-

over, then, has a pctentially serious impact on the quality

and character of the engineering DCA is capable of; and has

a potentially significant impact on the juality of decisions

that are made about the present and future state of the

worldwide DCS.

Cver the last three years, DCA management has beccme

concerned over the icss of numbers of high.ly valued engi-

neers, many of whom were senior systems eninreers ,- perhaps

the agency's most valuable resource. The numbers of engi-

neers leaving DCA may not appear to be alarming in terms of

absolute magnitude. hirty-two of an approximate population

of 256 civilian engineers (or 12.5%) voluntarily separated

from £CA between January 1, 1981 and the time of this study,

February 11, 1984. This rate does not compare unfavorably

with that cf the private sector. The concern at ICA is that

these engineers are difficult and costly to replace; the

learnin, curve at DCA is considerable. Further, the number

leaving could be on an upward trend. The number of engi-

neers vcluntarily separating from DCA increased by 62.5%

between 1981 and 1982. The 1983 figure was a somewhat lower

increase over the 1981 figure: 37.5;.

9
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E. 7EE COMPETITION

In its May, 1S81 report, the American Electronics

Association projected a 78% growth rdte for the 1981 - 1985

period, as a percentage of 1980 employment, for electrcnic/

electrical engineers [Ref. 25: pp.41-45]. lhe final results

cn this irojection are not yet in. However, there is no

dout at all that the electronics industry is in a consider-

able growth period. Over 90% of DCA's engineers fall into

this electronic/electrical category. The same study

projected manpower shortages in this category through 1S85

(the study limit) [Ref. 25: pp. 41-45].

Other studies credict that the electronic/electrical

engineering supply will approximate or very slightly exceed

the demand during this time frame [Ref. 6: pp. 31-39].

Fcr a look at tke supply side of this labor ccin, we

turn cur attention tc remarks made in January of 1983, by

Catholic University President Rev. Willian J. Byron, S.J.,

testifying before Congress on behalf of the American Council

on Education. Byron warned that, "rhere are serious short-

ages cf qualified mathematics and science teachers. During

the 1970's the numker of secondary school mathematics

teachers being trained declined 77%; science teachers being

trained declined 65%." He further warned that, "At least

2,000 vacant faculty positions exist in university engi-

neering dejartments." [Ref. 26: p. 7] The Scientific

Manpower Commission confirms Byron's position saying that:

"The faculty shortage has developed oecause industry has

recruited most of the graduates at the bachelor's level,

leaving relatively few to go on to graduate schcol and

prepare for teaching. Additionally, engineers already on

university faculties have been lured away by higher salaries

and Letter eiuipment for research in industry, and by

increased teachinv loads and fewer graduate assistants in

10
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academe. During 1 979-80, almost 40Q0 fuil-time enqineerin

fdcLalty (2.7F of all peranent engineeriLi; faculty) volun-

tarily left adademia for full-time employment in industry.D

In some cases, the salaries of doctoral eLi~ineers in private

industry are nearly dcuble those oi enairneerinyj professors.

The shortage of engineering -rofessors is exp.,cted tc yet

worse and the ;iuality of instruction tc continuE to

degrade." [Ref. 26: 1. 7)

The competition for engineers is stiff - and there is

every indication that growth in demand will. contiiue while

higher Education falls deeper into tne throws of seLiOus

problems as the engineer supplier.

C. DCA IS A COIIPETICR

The Lefense Communications Ayency ftas some particular

handicaps as a comietitor in this empicyment market.

Government salaries fcr engineers of this type ger~eralliy ruL

from about 15% to 35 below the market rate at present. In

a 1983 report by the Scientific Manpower Commission, 1982

salary data showed that Federal entry level salaries for

engineers with a B.S. degree and Lo work experience ran from

31% to 38.5% b el ow salaries offered by industry. For

various levels of mid-level engineers, Federal salaries were

19% tc 23% low. for senior engineers, and engineering

supervisor and management levels, the salary differential

was from 14% to 26% low. [Ref. 11: pp. 13-14&) 'Inc pay

discrepancy is Ligher yet for senior engineering executives.

As of this writing, there is no relief in sight for this

salary situation in the Federal community.

Until recently, as resuits of this research will show,

the appeal of the breadth and challenge of the work avail-

able to engineers at DCA has permitted its viable com~eti-

tion in this unfavoraile market. Hiowever, that appeal seems

....-................... .. . .... . . . . .



III. METHOD

This research has two goals: to learn what constitutes a

satisf inq job for an engineer, and to learn the reascns

tehind the engineerizg turnover that nas occurred at £CA p

since January of 1981. To this end, as many of the grcuL o.

engineers who voluntaily left DCA between January 1, 1981

and February, 1984, who could be located, and wnc wEre

willing to he interviewed, were interviewed. lo permit the p

development of rich data, members of the group were inter-

viewed ky phone rather than surveyed by mail. The inter-

views generally lasted between 30 minutes and 90 minutes.

Of the 32 whc voluntarily left during the sample period,

20 were hoth located and available for interview. The atti-

tude of the interview candidates toward the research i-roject

and their rcle in it was cooperative and positive in all Lut

two cases among the 22 potential respondents who were .

located.

The thirty questions asked during the interviews were

develcied as a result of a review or the literature on

related subjects: the motivation of engineers and sciez-

tists; the the management of engineers and scientists; the

conditions for creativity; the management or research and

develcment professicnals; the develcpment of coomitment

among prcfessional staff. The results of similar empirical p
studies of motivaticn and retention issues among federally

employed engineers and scientists were also considered.

The interview questions finally developed focused on

discovering:

-what factors drew these engineers to DCA initially

and what they may have enjoyed about working at their

various jobs at DCA

p
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risks and te allowed to fail; people who are briyht and

able, with good, marketable skills, and who resjcnd with

sensitivity to the fallibilities environment in which they

work? I speculate that the 1otential for incompatibility is

great. At this time, I cannot guess at the magnitude of the

Froblem. I do know, however, that a significant number of

fine scientists do choose the Federal service at some point

in their careers, and produce stellar work: at NASA, at the

National Institutes of Health, at the Defense Advanced

Besearch Projects AgeLcy, at the Naval Reserach Lab, at LCA

and elsewhere. It's an interesting puzzle..., another good

topic for further study.

24
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envircnment in whicl a competent su2erior's reccr.iticz of

the significance of the work is communicated to the engineer

or scientist.

Ihe engineer and scientist look for these key elements

in jchs they consider undertaking. They leave jons in hch..

the conditicns which Fermit dnd foster this environment are

comprcmised to a degree which they find significant.

However, the scientist or engineer mdy also oe indiced to

leave an environment in whica matters directly related to

the wozk are agreealle ii externalities of significance to

him or her become intolerable and a position of seeniniyl

equal technical merit is dvaiiable elsewhere.

E. A CCBBEBT ON SCIENTISTS IN THE BUREAUCRACY

_laa's law is an entertaiLing, yet sobering look at the

bureaucracy. In it, the autiors make the point that we are

preoccuried, as a business culture, with controilir- unue-"-

taintY. "CrjaLizaticns always go too far. Observ±ng how --

well a little arranging and standardizing can reduce uncer-

tainty, jeople in new organizations are invariably driven to

systematize still more. Once the fall begills, the decline

is swift." They hazzer home the point that the norm is to

control events and outcomes; to standardize; "Life is more

organized this year than it was last year. It will he still

more so next year...Humanity's disdain for bureaucratic

systems is surpassed cnly by its horror of events it cannot

contrcl - yet uncertainty remains constant." [Ref. 3: jp.

20, 25]

The Federal work culture is the supreme buzeauczacy.

How does this insistence on control and predictability

impact the work situations of Federai.y employed scientists

and engireers - Feople who need autonomy, yet recogniticn;

FeoLple who need "space," yet support; people who must take

23
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"simultaneous loose - tight properties." Speaking of excel-

lent crganizations ticy say, "For the most part, as we have

said, they have pushed autozcmy lown to the shop flccz or

product development team. On the other zand, they are

fanatic centralists around the few care values they 4icld

dear." [Ref. 5: p. 15]

Again as seen elsewhere, the autaors stress the delib-

erate use of rewards and their importance in companies with

an excellent track record: "...We are creatures of our envi-

ronment, very sensitive to external rewards and punishment."

[Ref. 5: p. 56] And then, "The systems in the exceliezt

companies are not only designed to iroduce lots of winners;

they are constructed to celebrate the winning once it

occurs. Their systems make extraordinary use of ncnmonetarY

incentives. They are full of hoopla." [Ref. 5: p. 58]

Considering the topic or rewards, of positive reenforcement

of some significance, the authors go on to apply Skinner's

findings on the subject of reenforcement to the management

arena. They add that, "Our general observation is that most

managers know very little about the value of positive teen-

forcesent." [Ref. 5: p. 70] They sum up the philosophy of - -

excellent ccmpanies as follows: "The excellent companies

have a deeply ingrained philosophy that says, in effect, -

'respect the individual,' 'make people winners,' 'let them

stand cut,' 'treat pecple as adults.'" [Ref. 5: p. 277]

D. SUMMING UP THE LIERATURE

Scientists and encineers are clearly: men and wcmen who

have a strcng and very primary need to do highly profes-

sional, challenging, technical work; to do this in envircn-

meat that allows them to perceive that they are doing

something that counts, that is of significant import and

impact; and to do this in a professional environment, ard an

22
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less motivated than their predecessors, but are more likel i

to beccme demotivated by what they see and experience thar.

any work grcup before them." [Ref. 19: p. 356] I cannot

judge the degree to which one generation becomes more easily

demotivated than ancther. However, as affluence spreads

into all realms of our society, it seems reasonatle to

assume that the needs of man, "the wanting animal," as

McGregor describes him, would have moved up into the higher

plains of the needs structure. Since ego satisfaction and

self actualization are more personal, more emotionally-

dependant than the needs of prior generations concerned witL

survival, it wouldn't surprise me to find empirical support

for Peterfreund's claim.

If Eopularity and general public acceptance are any

measure cf validity, the support for claims about the new

treed is in Peters' and Waterman's recent best seller, -

Search of Excellence. "We desperately need meaning in our

lives and will sacrifice a great deal to institutions that

will provide meaning for us. We simultaneously need inde-

pendence, to feel as though we are in c-targe of our desti-

nies, and to have the ability to stick out... (we need) at

cne and the same time to be a member of a winning team and - ,
to be a star in his cwn right."

There is much in In Search of Excellence that reafiirms

assertions in the literature we have surveyed. Since a

significant portion cl their research was conducted in "high

tech" companies, I include some of tueir findings here.

The authors emphasize the need for autonomy and the

encouragement of risk-taking, as we have seen elsewhere:

"The inncvative companies... don't try to hold everycne on

so short a rein that he can't be creative. They encourage

practical risk-taking and sukport good tries." [Ref. 5: p.

14] Withcut calling it such, Peters and Waterman put lorth

the noticn of "creative tension." They refer to

21
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happy rat" tenet: keep the rewards coding; select talent

that generate their cwn excitement; make him or her feel

good; hedonism - be aware that people seek pleasure and

avoid pain; make the recognition of performance very

visikle; create change, for variety, but not too fast.

[Ref. 17: p. 13] Various arguments are advanced by the

authors to support these premises and exhortations.

Aithcuii the arguments are not developed as scientifically

as they might be, t.ere really is ,jite some compatibility

with cther findings reviewed herein: noarish the scientists

ego; be aware of things in the work environment which might

cause frustration and discomfort. [Ref. 17: p. 14]

Manners et al mention another factor seen often in the

literature: the one who manages scientists and engineers

must encourage his or her staff to taxe risks, must offer

some izotection in the case that the individual rails. They

note that the noticn of "irotection" further imlies a

concern for the perscnal dignity of the scientist. "Respect

and dignity are precursors to the generation olf work excite-

ment," they add. At the same time, the authors caution tnat ...-

incremental rewards should only be associated with success.

"This is a difficult balancing act reguicing a significant

amount cf self-disciiline on the part of the manager." -

[Ref. 17: p.14] Here we see yet another concern introduced

into the complex e~uation for motivating and retaining

scientists: timely rewards are essential as is protectio.

from risk associated with innovation; yet unsuccessful inno-

vation must not appear to be rewarded incrementally.

Finally, the authors note, as did nr. Wortman, that "the

capacity to motivate is dependent upon managerial

credikility." [Bef. 17: p. 16"

Theze are yet many other interesting tenets in this area

of tbcugbt. Peterfreund, writing in the decade of the

seventies speaks about "the new breed...They come to wor& no -

20
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Pelz and Andrews add yet another interesting dimension

to understanding engineers and scientists at work. That is

the ccncept of "creative tension." They postulate that a

force like autonomy (representing challenge) is counter-

balanced by a force like job security (representing

stability) in envircnments where scientists can he xost

effective. "It seemed reasonable to say that the scientists

and engineers of our study were more effective when they

experienced a 'creative tension ' between sources of

stability or security on one hand and sources of disruption

or challenge on the cther. This term was suggested by 1.S.

Fuhn in a paper entitled, 'The Essential Tension: Tradition

and Innovation in Scientific esearc.'" (Ref. 4: pp. xv]

The fcllcwing is amcng the illustrations Pelz and Andrews

give of this concept: "Scientists place a high priority on

freedom...As stated by Anne Boe, 'Almost all studies of

scientists agree that the need for autonomy, for indepen-

dence of action, is something particularly strong in this

group.' In what seemed an inconsistency, however, effective

scientists did not avoid other people; they and thier

colleagues interacted vigorously...In our speculative frame-

work, independence or self-reliance is a source of security.

Interaction is a source of challenge, for they may criticize

and prod. The high contributor experienced a creative

tensicn between independence and interaction." [Ref. 4: pp.

Thus Pelz and Andrews aproach tae generally accepted

higher order of needs satisfaction of scientists from iet

another vantage point - not contradicting what others have

written cr suggested, but adding yet another dimension, or

perhaps application.

There are a host cf additional opinions on what the key

ingredients in the activation of scientists and engineers

are. Manners, Steiger and Zimmerer talk about the "tat

19
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Wortman, then, in a deductive approach, accepts that the

engineer and scientist have motivations dealing with the ego

and self-actualization, and goes on to suggest speciiic

things a manager can do to create conditions in which the

ego is nourished, and self-actualization is encouraged. In

fact, a gocd portion of his book consists in various inven-
tories of leadership sty le and personalitj which the -"

anager/reader is encouraged to apply to him-or-herself.

Wortman then assists the reader in interpreting his results,

and contrasting thcee with the leadership demands for

successful management of scientific and engineering

personnel. His focus is not on a detailed look at the

needs, likes and dislikes of scientists; rather he generally

describes the broad psychological nature of these 1%eople at

work, suggests means of meeting needs they have, and and

attempts to assist managers to recognize the ajlro ziate

leadership style for scientists and engineers and contrast

it 4ith their own- an important work, I think.

Providing the manager/reader with more good food for

thought, Wcrtman outlines McClelland's thinking on power,

affiliation and achievement as primary motivators. 1e does

some insightful work illustrating the way responses and need

manifestations might differ among scientists whose primary

motivaticn differed arong the three McClelland offers, and

suggests how a manager might be alert to and respond effec-

tively tc these varying need structures.

Finally, Wortaan gives considerable attention to the art

of managing conilict, for he postulates that, "it iS Lot

often recogrized that the people Who CdUSe conflict may be

the truly creative members of the staff." He also develops

the idea that managers' tendency to learn and use effective

means cf suppressing conflict can be truly counter-

productive in the scientific environment- another worth-

while pcstulate, and one which the writer of this pajer

recommends for further develoiment.

18
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let's turn to another student of the motivations of

engineers and scientists. Leon WortmaL, a management

consultant specializing in the higa tech arena, once a Erac-

ticing engineer himself, finds these dimensions key to the

engineer and scientist: a reward system related to the

attainment of specific oljectives; emphasis giver to the

individual's performance rather than that of the groui; a

goal-setting procedure that enables each individual to

participate in the setting of -his own uantiiied goals in

accordance with those of the organization; rapid feedback on

perfcrmance and immediate rewards for successful task

fulfillment and relative independence for the individual

from other segments cf the organization. [Ref. 2: 39-40]

What are some of the factors behind Wortman's different

approach tc definirg the proler environment for the

scientists?

Early in his took, Wortman iakes this statezent:

"Psychologists generally agree that the creative person is

characterized as self-stimulating, independent, sensitive, 0

goal-criented, and capable of giving direction to his own

efforts...It would also seem that such people's motivations

are cperant at the high level of aslow's hierarchy of

needs." [Bef. 2: 63-64]. Shortly after, he follows it with

this statement: "Tie function of the engineering manager,

director of R &: D, vice president for engineering - or ...

whatever the manager's title might be - is not to show the --

creative engineer how to perform his function. it is prima-

rily to create the amlience and the relationship that uoti-

yates, stimulates the creative process of the individual who

is respcnsitle for tle work task." He also adds, "It almost

goes without saying that engineers and scientists, esie-

cially those who are identified as creative, must have posi- :,.

tive regard for the professional skills and knowledge of

their managers in reference (not deference) to the techno-

logical areas in which they oierate."' [Ref. 2: pp. 65-66]

17
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attractive features cf his environment." [Ref. 12: p. 201)

Their findirgs clearly showed that, "Among the prime satis-

fiers that serve to attract the scientist toward his organi-

zation are his interest in his work and his technical

freedc." [Ref. 12: p.206] -.

It is of significant note that in this study bcth the

statistical frequencies associated with the negative mctiva-

tors and those associated with the positive or attractor

variatles were significant beyond the .0"1 level.

C. 1BAT OTIERS HAVE 70 SAY

Fcllcwing is a survey of other highlights of the litera-

ture around the motivation to work as it pertairs to engi-

neers and scientists.

he pendulum of literary opinion takes a wide swing in

the subject of the wcrk motivations of scientists ard en-i-

neers. At one end of the spectrum, Earl B. French

considers: the engineers desire ta be responsive to family

needs and demands; his or her need to do meaningful, chal-

lenging scientific work; the desire for wealth and conven-

ience; the desire for recognition in in the scientitic

community; the desire for an optimal work environment etc.,

and finds these motivations so complex and full of conflict

that he concludes his essay saying, "If the motivaticn of

scientists and engineers is viewed in this light, it could

well be that motivating them to higher periormance is
0 largely beyond the control of research and development

management." [Ref. 14: p.15 5 ]

There is something of a point in, Hr. French's statement:

it is a complex issue. However he misses a key koint:

knowing the nature of what attracts scientists to work and

what discourages or frustrates them eguips a manager to

stack the odds of motivational success and of retention

success in his favor.

16
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about and the reasons for leaving one's last organization

were not the negative of the reasons for entering the

Federal service. Eight of the ten reasons for leaving, and

all cf the reasons for disliking the last position were

related to job context as opposed to the work process, cr to
its intrinsic nature. [Ref. 12: p. 195]

In short, "The elements which attract a scientist to
remain with an organization are not necessarily those that

will precipitate his departure... Differing responses

representing differing parts of the scientist's motivational
structure are revealed through his answers to the varied

guesticns posed to his." [Ref. 12: p. 196]
bhese findings are in line with fundamental research and

reconfirm the need for at least a two-, ronged approach to
motivaticn, i.e., a la Hertzberg. R.L. Khan, in a review of

Hertzberg's work said, "...perhaps the single most izportant

finding from this work is that satisfaction and dissatisfac-
tion on the job are caused by different factors, rather that

by varying amounts of the same factors." [Ref. 15: pp.

9-10.
Friedlander and Walton go on to make this important, tut

perhaps not well understood point: "Thus, studies concerned

with cnly job satisfiers reveal, at most only half of the

motivational structure of scientists. Since these motiva-
tions depict the relative attraction oi the scientist tcward

his job elements, tkey describe approach needs on his part

and are thus positive motivations. Similarly, job elements
important to the scientists dissatisfaction concern his
repulsion away from these elements; these depict his avoid-

ance needs and are negative motivations." Laef. 12: p. 197).

7he authors draw this further conclusion; "Therefore whether

one considers all of the main reasons, or merely job-related

reasons, the predominant positive motivation of the scien-
tist is toward the work process rather than toward any

* 15
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B. SCIENTISTS AND INGINEERS: SOM1E POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE

HC IVATORS

In a study of 82 scientists and engineers in the Federal

service, Friedlander and Walton discovered that a scien-

tist's reasons for remaining with his organization are uite

different from (and not merely opposite to) those that might
cause him to leave. Reasons which caused scientists to

leave their positicns were primarily related to work

context, to factors peripheral to the work itself. Reasons

which attracted the scientist to the organization and led
him or her to stay were primarily related to work content,

to factors related tc work processes. "Reasons to stay are

involved with the centrality of the work process in which

there is intrinsic involvement by the scientist." [Ref. 12:

p. 201]

Reascns the scientist left his last government ncsiticn,

on the other hand, and things he or she disliked in the last

job icok quite different. The authors said the lollcwing oz

negative motivations, those which cause a scientist to leave

a jot: "The scientist's reasons are concerned almost

entirely with elements in his work context or in its commu-

nity environment, rather than in the work process itself.

The top ten reasons given for leavin the organization were:

deterioration of the technical program; promotion ceiling;

desire for home ownership; poor housing; if superior

disliked performance; the desire for nigher pay; poor top

management and leadership; an attractive college teachinj

offer; lcss of technical freedom. Reasons for disliking the

last position, as opposed to reasons for leaving, were

dissatisfaction with administration and 'housekeeping' func-

tions, with incompetent and inconsiderate supervision and

co-workers, and with the administration of the technical

programs. It seems clear, then, that the elements disliked

14



II. SUREY OF 7HE LITERA -RE

W hat do we know atout creative individuals, engineers or

scientists, about how they think, about their values, about

why they work, where and at what they work? What do we know

about what iotivates the engineer or scientist? What do we

know about his particular frustrations or ixtolerances at

the wcrkplace?

Fcllcwing is a suivey of current thinking about the work

motivaticns of scientists and engineers. The literature

search which preceded and continued throughout this study

was undertaken toward the ends of developing relevant gues-

tions for the interview portion of this research, and

gaining understanding of issues pertinent to the interireta-

tion and categorization of the results of the interviews.

Therefore, the literature review whicu follows is not

critical in nature.

A. Al OVERVIEW

In brief, a review of the current thinking on the needs

and mctivations of scientists and engineers shows that their

primary work needs and motivations relove around the chal-

lenge and interest of the work itself. They are profes-

sionals who thrive in a a dynamic professioial atmosphere

and are attracted to companies that appear to ofter a stixu-

lating technical and professional opportunity. However,

reasons lor leaving a job are not merely the opposites of

the drawing factors, and they warrant some scrutiny.

Highlights of a representative sample o the literature

follow.

13
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to he in jiopardy foz a significant number of DCA's engi-

neers today. This trend, in combination with the prczpect

of ever stiffer competition for qualified engineer

resources, make the subject of engineering manower a

critical one for DCA today.

L. IBI QUESTIONS TO EE ANSWERED

The Eurpose of this research is two-fold: to find out

why engineers who vcluntarily searated from DCA between

January 1, 1981, and February 11, 1984 did so; and to learn

what Dotivates these engineers at the workpjlace, and what

"rings them contentment there. The steps to accomElisiinj

these purposes included interviewing a sample of former rCA
engineers.

bhis research oly attempts to understand tht reascns

that these valued employees left DCA, alnd to learn what

constitutes a satisfling job and worx environment for tnem.

Therefore, subsequent work to devise remedies ior the ircb-

lems uncovered is called for as a lo~ical follow-on to this

research.

The research presented is organized into 7 iarts. Tzis

introduction is follcwed by: a survey of the highlights of

pertinent literature, with emphasis on the neels aLd motiva-

tions cf scientists and engineers; a description o; and

raticnale for the methodology used to conduct tais researca;

a presentation of the data collected, analYsis of thcse

findings; the research summarj anLd conclusions; and

ajpen dices.

12
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-what they felt that the characteristics of an ideal

engineering job wculd be

-hcw they perceived their relationships with supervi-

sors and managers in their chain of command, and hcw

they assessed the skills and leadership performance of

their suiervisors and managers

-what they believed that tne characteristics of an

ideal supervisor of engineers would be

-how they felt about their relationship with

colleagues both in their immediate work group and in

interdependent work groups

-hcw they viewed their professional development during

their ECA tenure

-hcw they felt atout recognition, ray, benefits,

office space and eguipment

-what most frustrated them about working at DCA

-why they left DCA; and what, if anything, DCA could

have done to influence them to stay.

In Chapter 4, the data from the interviews is aggregated

and presented, usually, in the forms of raw numbers of

respcndents giving that answer, and percentage of respon-

dents so answering. Slightly different treatments of data

are used where respcndents were permitted to give multiple

respcnses, e.g., where respondents listed several traits

about their work at DCA that they liked. In Chapter 5,

Conclusicns and Reccmmendations, major trends and cther

cbservations significant to DCA's desire to begin to exert

some measure of control over engineering motivation and

turnover are presented.

26
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Although the engineers subject of this study include

cnily engineers who have left DCA, it is -juite plausiile that

theiz opinicns are representative of the overall group of

LCA engineering emplcyees for a couple of reasons. Ihe

group cf engineers subject of this study are varied in age

and length of service - with as little as two years or as

much as twenty years cf service; and their responses tc the

interview questions were quite in line with those the

literature would suggest that engineers would have.

It is the writer's recommendation that at some oint in

the near future, correlation studies ue run between varicus

demographic data elements, e.g., the respondents length of

service, and responses or response patterns to guestions.

At the time of this 1rinting, the necessary demographic data

was zct available.

27
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IV. THE BESULTS

ThE results of the interviews with former DCA engi-

neering employees are presented in this chapter along with

an analysis of what the data indicate. The analysis

includes highlighting significant trends and observations

particularly as they nay be useful to DCA. A listing cf the

actual responses to selected questions is at Appendix 3

(partial sentences from this writer's handwritten notes.)

The re:spcnse to these questions are singled out for deline-

ation in an appendix because of their potential to add

valuatle interpretive data to the aggregate respcnses

presented below. Wiere such potential does not exist, the

questions are omitted from the appendix. An ordered listing

of the full group of questions asked the 20 interviewees, in

the crder in which tley were asked, is at Appendix A.

A. 7EE AMEACTOR OR MOTIVATING VARIABLES

Cuestions 1, 4, 5, 6, and 12 are a series of questions

intended to probe into the nature and particulars cf Eosi-

tive motivators - attractor variables - for tze engineer

and his work in general, and for the DCA engineer aLd Dis

work in particular.

1. What About DCA Draws Eny4ineers to kork There?

7he respondents were permitted to ive multiple

answers to the first interview question, "What drew you to

DCA ? Several trends emerged. Seventy-four percent (745)

cf the respondents were drawn to DCA by the nature of the

work cffered them. Cne hundred percent (100%) who came to

LCA vcluntarily (all tut one of this sample of 20) mentioned

28



TABLE 1

THE ATTRACTOB VARIABLES

% RESPONDING
DRAING FACTORS

Nature cf Work 74%
Ichallengin g/exciting "

OCportunitl to grcw
technical y/profession ally 5 X

Proiessional atmcsphere/
respected colleagues 20%

THE IDEAL JOB

Nature cf Work 85%
challenging/exciting/
variety/scope

Have an impact/make
a difference 70%

Professional Environment 30%

Advarcement Opportunity 25% S

Cjportunitj to Grcw
technically/profession ally 20%

WHAI WAS GOOD AT DCA

Nature of the Work 700%

cOportunitj to have an Impact/ 2
zake a di ference 20%

Degree of engineering freedom/
independence 20"

Peop le 15%

the nature of work as an attractor varidble aLd said that

the wcrk offered to them by DCA appeared to be challenging,

interesting, state-of-the-art and/or exciting. (1) S

The second mcst frequent response on the attractor

factors DCA initially held for these engineers was a
perceived ckportunity to grow tecninicaily and/or profession-

ally as engineers, systems engineers, in a, engineering

1Cne of the 20 respondents came to DCA via transfer of
function. his respcnses are included in all but this first
question. .

29
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subspecialty, or in a few cases, as managers of large

engineering projects cr programs: 10 of 19 (537) gave such

responses.

In third place, these responses got two votes each:

the professional atmosphere, and the opportunity to work

with respected professionals for a total of 20N of respon-

dents drawn to DCA anticipating a positive professional

environment. We will see in section 'C. ' of this chapter

45% of the respondents, the professional environment at ECA

did nct live up to the degree of professionalism that they

expected to find at ECA when they arrived.

Iwo responses tied for fourth place among DCA's

attractor factors with a vote of 15% each ( 3 respondents

each). That tie was between an opportunity for advancement

(,ositicnally or monetarily) and the oportunity to "have ar,

impact," to "make a difference' in engineering work that the

subject found to be of significance or importance.

In relation to the "opportunity to advance"

respcnses, it is important to note also that all respondents

indicated that such opportunity alone was not in itself

enough reascn either to take or to leave a job. The nature

of the work itself had to be "right" from their personal

perspectives. (The engineers' views on what constitutes

work that is satisfying are presented in the next section.)

That resiondents cared that the work they were doing was of

some particular importance, was in fulfillment of some

significant need for others, perhaps for a significant

segment cf society, was a recurring u-nder-theme througnout

the interviews. These responses got two votes each: a

professicnal atmosphere, and the opportunity to work with

resected professionals.
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2. Nhat Does a Gzeat Job Look Like for an Enqineer?

The next iuestions in this series were numbers four

and five: "In general, what elements would be found in a

satisfying job fcr ycu?" and "Of those elements found in a

satisfying job for ycu, which are numbers one and two in

importance to you?" Consistent with responses to the

earlier question in this 5roup, 17 oi 20 (85%) menticned the

nature of the wcrk to be performed as a primary element.

The number one response among those related to the nature of

the wcrk was that the job needed to encompass challenging,

stimulating and/or eiciting work. Thirteen of 20 (65%) of

the respondents selected challenging or stimulating-type

work as the most impcrtant factor in a satisfying job, and

another 3 placed it as a "close second," for a total of 80.

of the respondents. S

Eleven of 20 respondents J55%) "the opportunity to

zake a difference," cr "to have an impact" as the the next

most freguent response. One additional respondent saw it as

a close seccnd to job challenge. Two additional resiondents

gave a closely what could be considered a related resicnse:

"an environment in which one's worx is aipreciated and

accepted." This grouping of related responses totals up to

70% or 14 of the 20 participants. In fact all of the

respondents chose either matters related to the nature of

the %crk or the opportunity to have a positive perzonal

impact as either the first or second most important element

in a satisfying job.

Six individuals, or 30%, spoxe of the importance of

a professional envircnment. Relationships with superiors,

personal and professional respect for and from superiors,

and respect for and among peers were often mentioned in the S

context cf elements of a professional environment. Without

referring to the idea of a professional environment, two

3
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additional respondents similarly mentioned good relation-

ships with zanagement as a key element in a satisfying job,

and one additional mentioned good relationships amcn-

co- workers.

Five of 20 (25%) chose responses related tc career

advancement and promction making it the fourth most freguent

type ci response. Fcur more (20%) spoke of the opportunity

to grow technically cr professionally without specifically

relating that objective to the notion of a promotion. If we

grouE these sets of responses related to professional and/or

positicnal growth, we see that 9 individuals, cr 45%,

answered in this general category.

. lWhat Enqineers Really Liked About DCA

7he next uestioL in this motivator-attractoz series

is number 6; "What have you liked about your job(s) at

DCA?" Continuing on in a consistent vein, 14 of 20 (70%)

menticned the nature of work they were called uicn to

perform at DCA. Cf a total of 20 different factors

menticned by the respondents as things they liked about

their jobs at DCA: five (5) of those dealt with the

intrinsic nature of the work performed, and those five

factors got a total of 27 votes (51% of all votes cast.)

Specifics mentioned as enjoyable about the nature of

ork included: the oiportunity to work with new technologies

cr at the state-of-the-art; the variety of irolEms

presented for work; generally challenging or exciting work;

the broad scope of the taskings; the management or rcgram

management challenge; and the chance to work on large

systems.

Factors mentioned which were extrinsic to the nature

oi the work itself were mentioned with a lesser degree of

Iroad general agreement among respondents: 4 of the 20

respondents (205) mentioned the opportunity to have an

.32
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impact, and another 20 mentioned enjoying having a goodly

amount of independence in planning and carryinj cut their

assigned responsibilities. Three (15;) mentioned enjoying S

the peolle they worked with.

B. A POBIRAIT OF THE IDEAL SUPERVISOR OF ENGINEERS

The next question in the motivator attractor series is

number 12: "What words or phrases would you use to describe

an ideal supervisor of engineers?" The specific words and

phrases which respondents used to answer this question are

varied, in a word-fcr-word comparison. However, several

parallel ideas or concepts emerge repeatedly.

The most repeated idea is that engineers prefer a super-

visor whc sets general arameters, or gives broad guidance,

and then gives his ci her staff considerable latitude and

independence in planning for the specifics of the work and

in carrying it out. This supervisor generally shoula ke an

engineer, and be capatle of 9viny guidance wir6en asked, hut

need not le well versed in the technicai details of the

day-tc-day goings on: 12 of 20 (60%) dut combinaticns of

traits similar to tlese in their ideal supervisor of engi-

neers. 7hese phrases, taken from the interviewer's hard-

written notes, are typical of those used to describe tais

particular combination of facets of an ideal superviscr:

"...one who accepts ideas, and can give direction when

needed, but who elsewise leaves one alone.' "...one who is

supportive and can be decisive, but who leaves room for

independence...he must not micromanage." "... a ircies-

sional with sufficient experience to give guidance wken

needed." "...he gives broad guidance and allows the engi-

neer a great deal of freedom within those quidelines...he

does not micromanage a project, he just sets the stage and

gives feedback in the broad sense." "...a pro-active kind

33
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of manager in the sense of expecting from engineers tech-

nical innovations in the work they do and giving SuficieLt

latitude to get it dcne."

Two other significant trends emerged, though neither is

as strong as the first. Engineers want their superviscrs to

have general and interperscnal communications skills.

Technical ccmpetece alone isn't enough: 9 of the resdon- -

dents (45%) commented along this line. Several specifically

mentioned that an ideal supervisor gives both positive and

negative feedback. This group of engineers also locked for

a supervisor who %as competent, in general, in leadership:

30;.

Finally, 6 of tie 20 interviewed (30%) said that prob-

lems with their sulervisor or manager were one of the

primary causes of their decision to leave DCA.

C. EXPECTAIIONS OF VERSUS EXPERIENCES AT DCA IN SEVEN KEY

hBEIS

In questio, three, respondents were asked to say whetier

their expectations in coming to DCA were met, were not met,

or were exceeded in actuality, for seven key areas. The

areas cf inguiry and the results are shown in Table 2.

Ihese results add to the growing body of evidence that

DCA's big drawinS card in the comeetition for engineering

talent is the nature cf engineering and tecLnical work that

it can cffer. The expectations of 85% and 95% of these

engineers, respectively, were met or exceeded with regard to

the challenge and degree of interest of their work at DCA.

These findings are cf particular significance. As we saw

earlier, As we saw earlier, nature of work is the most crit-

ical factor in job satisfaction for this group oz engineers.

And, in our review of literature earlier in a irevious

chapter cf this study, we saw that such is also the case Lor

engineers and scientists in general
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TABLE 2

DEGREE TO WHICH INIIIAL JOB EXPECTATIONS WERE MET AT DCA

LESS THAN SAME AS MCRE THAS
EXPECTAT ION S

Challenging Work 15% 55% 30X

Interesting Work 50 55% 40.

Professional Ervircnment 45% 30% 25%

Chance tq Work with Respected
Prcfessiona s, colleagues 30 35% 357

In 7Erms of Salary, Benefits 5% 75% 201

In lerms of Advancement
Potential 25% 50% 25%

D. TEE EERCEIVED REAlITIES OF WORKING WITH DCA SUPERVISORS

Questions 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 13 are a group which

probe into the engineer's feelings and perceptions about his

relationship with his last supervisor at DCA (the supervisor

in the job he left), and his thoughts about his supervisor's

Ferformance both as a supervisor, and in relation to the

oversight of engineering technical matters.

1. ielationships with Su .ervisors

Cuestion number seven asked respondents, "In the job

you left at DCA, how would you describe your relationship

with your immediate supervisor?" The respondent was offered

three response choices, in this instance: a positive/middle

choice, "average and acceptable," "something better than

that," or "something less than that." The results are shown

below:

Grouping these two responses we find that 16 cr 80%

saw their relaticnshij with their supervisor as average and

acceptable cr better.
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TABLE 3

BATING BELA71ONSHIP WITH THE SUPERVISOR

(LESS THAN) AVERAGE &: ACCEP:ABLE (BEITER I A 1)

201 35%1

2. How Well Did YouL Supervisor Perfozm in the

Cujervisory Eoles?

Question 8 asked, "In the job you left at DCA, how

would you describe ycur supervisores performance as a super-

visor?" The respondents were asked to address supervisory

perfcrzance separately for technical and "all other sujervi-

sory dimensions."

TABLE 4

SUPIRVISOBY ZERFORMANCE

(LESS 1HAN) ADEQUATE (M1OE THAN)

TECHNICAL SUPEEVISICN 25% 55% 20%

OTHEB ASPECTS 45% 35% 205

Seventy-five jercent of respondents were satisfied

with the technical supervision exercised by the sui:ervisor

in the jot they left at DCA. Of the 25% who were not satis-

fied, taese comments are representative: the technical wcrk

lacked an overall focus; he (supervisor) did not know what

was gcing on; he was a generally competent person, bat he

was in no way preFared for the job ne came to at DCA

(speaking of a military supervisor) ; he was over-

conservative; I didn't respect him as a person.

Forty-five iercent of the respondents exprEssed

disaipointment with their supervisor's performance in the
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non-technical aspects of supervision. Tyical deficiencies

cited include included: over-(or micro-).managing; ierscn-

ality ;rcblems; "management by exception;" not going to tat

for their programs; insensitivity to "people things."
3. Uhat About The level of Suervision?

In guestion 9, the engineers were asked, "How would

you describe the level of supervision you received?" The

intervieher suggested several different responses, in this

case, since the exact meaning of the question was not iime-

diately aeparent to some. Amon, the responses the inter-

viewer suggested were: adequate and about right, too close,

too loose, inadequate, or "whatever fits."

TABLE 5

THE LEVEL OF SUPERVISION

LESS IHAN SATISFACIORY ADEQUATE AND ABOUT RIGHT

40% 60%

7he following are typical comments from those who

reported less than satisfactory level of supervision.

Supervisor: was an obstructionist; lacked leadership

ability, lacked the ability to give any direction; did not

know what was going on; controlled so tightly that he

stifled initiative; sicro-managed.

4. Could the Employee Influence His Supervisor?

Question 10 asked the employee, "fHow would you describe the

level of influence you actually had on the decisions your

supervisor made that were actually relevant to your work?
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TABLE 6

ABILITY 7C INFLUENCE THE SUPERVISOR?

INADEQUATE ADEQUATE VERY GOOD/HIGH
20% 15% 65%

5. Relationship Elth S uervisor and uittinq DCA.

Question 13 asked, "Were matters related to surervi-

sion a factor in your leaving DCA?" Six or 30% said that

matters related to suiervision were a factor in the decision

to leave DCA; 70% said that such matters were nct a

consi deraticn.

6. The Enjineer and the Powers That Be

The final guestion in this group asked, "How would you

describE the level cf influence you had on the individual

who actually had the kower to make significant decisicns on

the nature and course of your work?

TABLE 7

ABILITY TO INFLUENCE THE POWER PERSON?

LIMLE or INADEQUA'I ADEQDATE VERY GOOD or HIGH

605 20% 20

for the first time in this series of questicns on

supervisory and manaGerial relationships, the proportion of

positive responses (adequate or better) is less thar. that of

the negative responses (inadequate or little.) Sii.ce the

perceiticn of "having an impact" or making a differci.ce is

essential to the job satisfaction of most eigineers,

according tc this research, and according to the Literature,

it may be quite an isportant finding if we assume that cne

takes some degree cf the measure of his impact Ly the

measure of his influence on the true decision makers.
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TC1 MANAGEMENT AIr THE QUIT RATE

3tion 14 asked responderts, "Were matters related to

aand or agency-level leadership a factor in your decision S

Leave DCA?".

TABLE 8 0
BIGh LEVEL 1EADIESHIP INFLUENCE YOUR QUITTING DCA?

YES N 0

COMAND 40% 60%

AGENCY 55% 45% 0

Fcrty-five percent of resondents had strong dissatis-

tions with leadership at the command level. Phrases and

is used ty more than one cf the respondents to describe

Ferceitions of problems at the command level included:

c-managed, over-ccntrolled; weak, ineffective; m yoj ic

cach, over-conservative style; generally capaLle, hut 6

te inadeuate for his particular ?osition.

An even larger xoup, 55% was seriously dissatisfied

a the leadership at the Aengy level and specified that

ters related to agency-level leadership were directly p .,

itid to their decision to leave DCA. Comments and

ases used to describe such reasons included: decline of

icr civilian technical management iniluence; the utility

the engineering center was taken away; incompetent tech-

ally; agency leadership did not trust or respect their

engineers; it's a senseless bureaucracy; innate distrust

:ivilians; the Director destabilized civilian morale; the

actor does not kncw the mission; the director is weax;

director creates maximum anxiety for civilians; Paro-
ai vision; difficult for a joint agency to take its

atful place in the defense community. It is of
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-guidance is broad and gezeral and en~ineers have a

great deal of latitude in how they execute their work

-su~ervisEors give feedback, but over- (or [icrc-)

Aanagemert dces nct exist

-management is ccmpetent and crea ttes a positivE,

picfessional engineering environ,;ent.

-Ibere axe natural impediments to this ideal jcb situ-

ation in aml large bcreaucrac . However, ds Peters p oints

out, scme very lar~e and very successful companiEs have

overoccme shcrtcozings typically associated with size and the

bureaucratic processez and character that cam ensue: Thhe

excellent companies have a deeply ingrained Phiilosopny that

says, in effect, 'respect the individual,' 'make pEo'1e

winners," 'let them stand out,' 'treat jeople as adults."'

[Ref. 5]

It is the purpose of this work only to describe the

uotivaticns and asp irations of the engineers who leave LCA

and to define the reasons for their decisions to sepazcate

from ECA. The next logical stej to this research is to

explore the creation cf a more consistently motivating envi-

ronment for DCA's engineering staff so that DCA may te on

"top cf" engineering turnover rather than struggling tc keep

Face with and understand it.
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tae negative side for some. It's luite logical because of

the high degree or value a sense of dccomplishment has to

engineers. Also, disillusionment with higher management

levels was cited by several as a primary reason for leaving.

Given the adparent increase in engineering turnover, it

looks as it the drawing cards are eitner not as strong as

they cnce were, or the demotivators dre becoming weightier

than the attractor variables in the balance. Data ccilcted

iL cuestion three, cn the degree to wh.i.ch various expecta-

tions in coming to DCA were actually met, indicate that the

drawinS card of nature of work - the most critical of all of

the variables - is still strong. However, disappointment

wits the degree of pzcfessionalism in the DCA envircnment is

considerable, as is disappointment with the degree to which

one can have an "impact," or "make a difference." It

appears that various frustrations associated wita tLe

bureaucracy and with the performance of some DCA managers

may be tied to the growing feelings among some that tlhe

chance of personal accomplishment or impact is blocked, a..

to negative feelinys about th d adequacy Ci t e 

professionalism of the environment.

D. TEE IDEAL JOE

The ideal enginering job is one in which:

-wcrk is exciting and ciallenging

-o Poztunities to grow as an engineering professional

continue

-gcod work is appreciated and recognized

-achievement of goals and objectives is reasonabiy

feasitle

... . .
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neeriny manager, then, is called to be sophisticated in the

skills and arts particular to high- tecn jersonnel

leadership.

E. Ca'1S DEAWING CARES

LCA'S to? drawing card is the nature of work it can .-

cffer the engineer. 7he opportunity to work on broad-scoped

assigrments involving very large telecommunications systems,

is alzcst unparalleled in the industry. Such opportunities

excite the engineer. He or she is also drawn by the expec-

taticn cf working with other top-level professionals of

broad and diverse talents and skills. The third strcnq

drawing card for DCA is the expectation that the individual

will have the opportunity to have a personal impact cn scue

matter of considerable import. And for some years now,

these strong drawing cards have captured and held extracrdi-

nary enyineering talent. But it appears that somcthir; is

changing.

C. ThE NtEGATIVES FOS SOMIE DCA ENIGIN~EERS

When DCA engineers come tc believe that they no lcnger

have an impact on something significant or when that work is

no lcnger appreciated; or when the work loses its challenge

and the opportunities to grow cease, notions of mcving on

can set in. The erosion of personal impact and of perceived
respect by higher management is a particular liability that

DCA has had towards a group of its former management staff.

The decline in job challenge and opportunity to grow prcfes-

sionally cr technically were stumbling blocks for fcrzer

empioyees at ever le vel and length of service.

Frustrations with iapediments to mission accomplishment

associated with bureaucracy in generai, or the joint-arena

in particular are another factor which can tip the scale to " -
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turnover. In working to retain engineering talert the

manager must not only remember his promises to provide the

individual with challenging, interesting work and the o~por-

tuaity fcr long-term growth on the job, both technically and

professionally; but must also:

-Erovide a range of feedback without appearing to

over-aanage or to micro-manage

-reward noteworthy performance

-be cpen and attuned. to environmental frustrations

that may be reaching a level of significance which

could induce looking for other employment

-estatlish open lines of personal communicatioL with

the ezplcyee in cider to have access to the pulse cf

wcrk-related frustrations and disappointments

-be ready to work with emiloyees to -devise creative

sclutions to the problems at hand.

-inspire confidence as a competent professional.

Becriting is, tlen, only an initial step in engineering

staffing. As Mr. Wortman puts it, "The function of an engi- -.

neering manager, director of R & D, vice president for engi-

neering - or whatever the manager's title might he - is not

to show the creative engineer hcw to perform his function.

It is primarily to create the ambience and the relaticnship

that motivates, stimulates the creative process of the i.di-
vidual who is responsible for the work task... It almost

goes without saying that engineers and scientists, espe-

cially those identified as creative, must have Jositive

regard fcr the professional skills and knowledge ci their

managers in reference (not deference) to the technological

areas in which they oerate." [Ref. 2 pp. 65-66] 7he engi-
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. A77EBPT TO ADDRESS THE TOTAL OTIVAIIONS PACKAGE

Several findings may be of particular value tc the

refense Ccmunications Agency in its 4uest to aciuire scme

degree of ccntrol over engineering turnover. Of particular

note is the finding of this study, and of other studies

reviewed in the literature, that looking only to what draws

an engineer (what attracts him or her) to a job, or to what

one likes about a job, reveals at most only half of his or

her motivational structure. Factors which cause an engineez

to seek cther employment are not limited to the opjosite of

or negation of the attractor factors, those which drew him

or her tc the job, although these opposites can have this

effect. Rather, a whcle set of factors not strongly at play
in the recruiting prccess do come into play when retention

is the objective.

The astute manager must attract the engineer tc his job

vacancy ly cffering:

-challenging, interesting work

-a professional environment in which to execute the

wcrk

-the cppcrtunity fcr the individual to "make a differ-

ence," to "have an impact"

-the vision of the opportunity to grow in technical cr

prcfessional skills.

At the same time, he must set a plan in motion to keep

the engineer satisfied and motivated to remain at the jcb if

the manager is to exercise some degree of control over -
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we bEgin to see factcrs other than nature oJ work merticned:

frustrations and disillusionment with management; ta:eate-ed
decline in retirement benefits; military-civilian interface

prozlems; the bureaucracy; Qzganizational politicz; and

perceived parochialism. Unlike tae Friedlander and walton

study, however, we alsc see that the impediment of whdt were

the strong attractor factors , i.e., the challenge and

degree of interest of the work, and the orportunity to "have

and impact" becomes a negative motivator.

1. WAS IhE GRASS IN IACT GREENER?

7be last iuestion asked was, "Was your experience in the

job you left DCA to gc to as positive as you thought it was

going to be?" Here are the responses:

NG YES EVEN MORE SO

155 60% 25%

The interviewer was interested in aiscovering any

possikle pattern of job discontent amoag tne group cz engi-

neers %ho left DCA. There was no suca pattern in evidence:

E5% of the respondents answered positivell.
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-matters related to style or competency level of higher

management.

Three respondents mentioned at this point that threatened

changes to civil service retirement benefits and policies

had tipped the balance for them in a decision process that - "
was already underway. There were many other responses, hut . -

no other apparent clcstering.

Question 29 asked, "What is the one primary reason you

left EA?" Most respondents (55%) were not able to identify

one single top reason for leaving, out said that their deci-

sion had been a combination of things mentioned in response

to the two previous guestions. A few could single out one

thing that carried mcre weight than the other factors in

their decision: four (20%) found the lack of opportunity to

kroaden and grow in and of itseli sufficient reason to

consider leaving the job; 20% left primarily because of

problems with the military-civilian interface at the top . -

management levels; one left for reasons of gecgraphic

Freference.

In the next to the last iuestion, the respondents were

asked , "What one thing could DCA have done that light have

influenced you to stay?" Forty-five percent (45%) of

respondents answered either "nothing," 'there was no one

thing," cr "nothing, it was too late." Two answers had two
respondents each: "challenge my abilities;" and, "provide we

the crportunity to grow professionally." there was no ctker

clear clustering for this Suestion. For a look at the

answers, see Appendix B.

"The predominant negative motivation of the scientist is

away from environmental dissatisfiers rather than away from

work piccess dissatisfiers," say Friedlanaer and Walton

[fef. 12: p. 204]. The findings in tnis study are in

general agreement. When we look at "negative motivatcrs," ...
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-discontent with either the mana~eaent style or/and the

level cf competence CI: hiyhEr Management (30%)

-problemns related to military-civilian interface in

4eDeral, and at the top marageuwent levels in particular

(205)

The next highest group of "vote-getters" were:

-lack cf or a decline in personal influence and impact

(155)

-prcblems (political and nractical associated w it~

beinc a "joint-agency"l (1 5%)

-the lack of a ccntinuing opportuniity to Droader and

grcw professionally (15%)

-lack oi professicra]. and tecanical competezce amcny

colleagues and/ or zanayers (157,)

-teing underutilized and underchalenged (15%)

-difficulty in obtaining resources necassary to .get the

job dcte (10%)

-too much engineering work ccntracted out (10%)

-lack cf advancement opportunity (10%)

-viewing the comptroller ojeration as I"oustructicnist'

in nature (10%)

More detail on the nature of these responses can be found at

appendix B.
The next ,uestion asked the respondents, "Which, if any,

of these frustrations were prinary factors in your decision

to leave?" The top reasons were few in number:

-lack cf cpportunity to broaden and jrow

-the job was no longer challenging
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TABLE 12

HOW IB.PETANT IS RECOGNITION?

IOW N~EDIUJ 19IGH

INPOBLIAL RECOGNITICN I1 5%) 6 (30%) 1.3 (65%)

FCFM1I BEECOGNITION 2 ( 10~ 11 (55%) 7 (35%

bestseller, In Search of Exrcell1Ance f Ref. 5: p. 25]. 1me

scientist cr engineer needs to know tnat his or her work is

of significance and is appreciated. Here we see that 95% oif

respondents see informal reco.-nition as of medium or high

importance to them, with 90% so voting for formal reccgni-

tion as well. It seems only common sense that this would be

so amcng a group whcse motivations are largely in the work

itself, and in the perception of having a personal impact in

some matter of significance would respond this way. As

Peters and Waterman say, "respect the individual.., make

people winners.., let them stand out... treat Eeor.le as

adults." [Ref. 5: p. 277)

K. TEE MOST FRUSTRATING THINGS ON THE JOB AT DCA

The next three guestions probed for the heart of the

reascns the respondents lef t DCA and asked them to put scme

kind cf a ranking on them. uestion 26 asked, "Name the

three things about working at your job at DCA that most

frustrated you?" The responses, on a word-for-word tasis

were varied. However, as in previous cases, treLds did

emerge. The top six "vote-getters" in this category were:

-organizational politics and rivalries; the overall lack

of a team view of cf things, or conversely, parochial
vision (45%)

-general frustraticns associated wita the bureaucratic

prccesses (40%)
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Walton Lief. 12: pp. 39-40] whcse research demonstrated ttat

the "attractor" variatles, those which draw an engineer to

work and ccntribute to a desire to remain, are large1y

intrin-sic to the nature of the worx itself. Here we see

that pay was a primary reason to leave DCA for only two of

the 20 irterviewees. Money, then, is not a major reason ".

kehind £CA's loss of engineers.

J. BECOGNISION O-TBE-JOB

Questions 24 and 25 addressed the issues around recogni-

tion cn the job. Question 24 asked, "Were you adeguately,

fairly recognized at DCA for the work that you did there?"

Bespcndents were asked to evaluate the question on two

levels: informal reccgniticn (referring to ongoing recogni-

tion through normal interaction with supervisors and

managers; and formal recognition, referring to awards

received.

TABLE 1

WAS BECOGNITICN ADEQUATE?

YES (ADEQUATE) NO

INFORMAL EECOGNITICN 65% 35%

FOBIAL RECOGNITION 75% 25-

When asked, "How important is recognition on-the-job to

you?o respondents again were asked to rate formal and

informal recognition seiarately, and to choose either high,

medium or low as their respcnse. The results were as

follcws:

Recognition is often cited in the literature as impcr-

tant to the scientist or engineer. Quite recently, Peters

and Waterman have highlighted its significance in the
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for that work in the inDaustry in general; at whether cr not

in doing what they were doing at DCA they were working at

thier full earning rctential as an engineer, given their

present level of experience or education; and at whether or

not matters related to pay were a !actor in their decision

to leave rCA.

In answer to the guestion, "Was your pay level at ECA

competitive with what others in your field at your level

and jot-type were being paid?"

-15 or 75% said "nc," pay was not competitive.

-5 425%) said "yes."

In answer to the related question, "Given your experience

and education, how was your salary at DCA relative to your

earning Eotential at that time?"

-17 (85%) fcund it low

-2 (10%) said that it was just about right,

-1 (5%) said that he was working above his competitive

earning potential.

Question 23 asked, "Were salary , or salary and benefits

a factor in your decision to leave DCA?": 40% answered

"yes," salary and benefits were ±a fact a consideratici ii

the decisior to leave DCA. Of those eigbt engineers:

-2 saw it as a primary factor;

-6 saw it as a secondary factor;

-2 saw it as a minor consideration.

The majority of the group expressed the idea that salary

alone was not typically ade-uate reason to leave a job.

Several said that salary did not become a consideration

until at all until they began iooKinv for another jcb.

These findings are in line with those or Friedlander an""
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decisicn to leave DCA. For six of tsose, it was tne prinmary

reason for leaving. Several in this group who had answered

that ;rofessional development at DCA was more than satisfac-

tory explained that they had reaced a point in the jobs they

left at ECA where they could no lonqer grow professicnally

or technically. Several spoxe of having reached a

"dead-end." As was the case when speaking of advancement

earlier, "dead-end" usually did not mean monetarily cr Eosi-

tionally alcne. Professional or technical advancement held

more weight for most.

H. SPACE AND EQUIPMENT

Questions 19 and 20 took a look at the relative impor-

tance of workspace and equipment to the engineer, and tis

level of satisfaction with those at DCA. Question 19 asked,

"Were your office space and work equipment at DCA satisfac-

tory?" 85W of respondents found their workspace at LCA

adequate. All respondents (100.) were satisfied with the

equipment available tc work with.

Question 20 asked, "Is workspace in general important

enough tc be a primary or secondary factor in a decisicn to

leave a job? Eighty-five iercent (85%) said "no." Tnis is

not surprising in the light of the clear motivations of this

grou, of engineers which revolve around the nature and

content cf work, and importance of personal contribution.

However, two engineers did remark that although wcrkspace

was nct a factor in their decision to leave DCA, it was a

consideration in selectin their new job.

I. PA IEVEL AND LEVEL OF EARNING POTENTIAL REALIZED

Questions 21 - 23 took a look at the engineers' :ercEp-

tions of the degree to which their pay at DCA for the job

they were dcing was ccmpetitive with what was being cffered
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A large number, E0', were also at the least satisfied

with relaticnships tetween interdependent groups they hal

worked with. Several did comment, however, that interdeen-

dent group relationships above the working grou level were

not as good, and cited things such as rarochialism, and

"politics" to descrite the iroblem between groups at the

higner levels.

Question 16 asked, "Did relationship with colleagues

play a part in your decision to leave DCA?": 90L said "no."

G. HCR ABOUT YOUR PECFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT?

,uestions 17 and 18 were designed to gain irsight into

the engineers ideas and feelings about their own irofes-

sional dkvelopment during their stay at DCA, anu tc deter-

0 mine if matters related to professional development were a

factor in their decisions to leave.

Question 17 asked, "How would you describe your Erofes-

sional development during your stay at DCA?" The respol,-
dents were asked tc select from among three answers:

satisfactory; something more than that; or something less

than that.

TABLE 10

EVALUATE ICUR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

(IESS THAN) SATISFACTORY (MORE THAN)

PECEESSICNAL 207 257 555

DI VE-CEMENT

When asked, "Were matters related to professional devel-

opment a factor in your decision to leave DCA?" the answers

looked a little different. Eight or 40% said "yes" matters

related to professicnal development were related tc the
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importance to note here, that dissdt;sfaction with manabe-

ment at the highest levels oi the Ajency were cited a the

primary reason for leaving hy severdl of the most senior

former staff among the group of interviewees.

I. FIER RBEATIONSHIPS

Questions 15 and 16 looked at how these engineers felt

about thier relationships with their colleagues at DCA, and

at whether or not related matters were a factor in ary deci-

sion to leave CCA. Question 15 asked, "How would you

describe your relationship with DCA Colleagues?" ihe

respondents were asked to answer regarding two definitions

of colleagues: the izufediate work group, and intra agency or

LoD groups (interdependent groups with whom cooperative work

efforts were required.) Sespondents were asked to

categorize their resicnses as average and acceptable, cr as

something tetter than that or less than that.

TABLE 9
RELATONSHIP VITH COLLEAGUES

(LESS THAN) ADEQUATE/GOOD (MCEE THAN)
IMMIrIATE 5% 5 901

INIEEEDPENDENT 201 35% 4 51
GZCUES

As the results shcw, peer relationships in the iumediate

work group are a "plus" at DCA. Only one of the twenty

respondents was not satisfied on this count. In fact, 9c;

cf the respondents described peer relationshiis in theiz

immediate work group with phrases such as, "excellent" and

"very cooperative."
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APPENDIX A

ITERVIEWEB I S GUIDE

,_BSICN #1: WHAT LREW YCU TO DCA? What thi-g-s did --ou

expect to like about LCA itself and the job?

CUESTICN #2: DID YCU ANTICIPATE ANY DISLIKES BEECRE YCUR

ARRIVAL?

.UESIICN #3: HOW LID YOUR EXPERIENCE AT DCA MATCH YCUP

EXPECTATICNS? FOR EACH OF THE IT-dS LISTED BELOW?

1 2 3

less than same as mcre than

expectations

challenging work

interesting work

professional environment

chance tc work with respected professionals, colleagues

cpportunity to grow in particular engineering disciplinE

in terms of

salary and benefits ....

advancement poteLtial
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CUESTION #4:. IN GENERAL, WHAT ELEMENTS WOULD BE FCU.D IN A

SATISEXING JOB FOR YCO? (Note: give no hints.)

jUESTICN #5:. OF THCSE ELEMENTS FOUND IN A SATISFYING J02

FOR YCU, WHICH ARE #'S ONE and TWO IN IMPORTANCE TO YOU?

UESIICN #6: WHAT HAVE YOU LIKED ABOUT YOUR JOB(S) AT BCA?

QUESTION #7: IN THE JOB YOU LEFT AT DCA, HOW WCULZ YOU

DESCRIBE YOUR FELATICLSHIP WITH YOUR IAIMEDIATE SUPEEVISCE? 6

GUESIICN # 8: IN TEE JOB YOU LEFT AT DCA, HOW WCULL YOU

DESCRIBE YCR SUPERVIEOR'S EEEFCRMANCE AS A SUPEEVISCR?

technical supervision:

administrative supervision:

UESSTICN #9: HOW WOUIL YOU DESCRIBE THE LEVEL OF SUPERVISION

YOU RECEIVED? 5

UESTICN #10: HOW WCULD ZOU LESCi.IBE THE LiVBL Of INFLUEbCE

YOU ACTUAllY ON SHE DECISIONS YOU. SUPERVISOR MADE THAI WERE

ACTUALLY RELEVANT TC YOUR WORK?

JES TION #11. HOW WCULD YOU DESCRIBE THE LEVEL OF INFLUENCE

YOU HAD CN 7HE INDIVIDUAL WHO ACTUALLY HAD THE POWER TO MAKE

SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS ON THE NATUhE AND COURSE OF YOUR WORK?

WHO WAS THAT (POSITICN)?
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.UES7ICN #12: RHAI WORDS OR PHRASES WOULD YOU US! TO

EESCRIBE AV IDEAL SUPERVISOR GE ENGINEERS?

LUESTICN #13: WERE MATTERS RELATED TO SUPERVISION A FACTOR

IN YCUB lEAVING DCA? HOW?

.UES71CN #14: WERE MATTERS RELATED TO COMMAND OR AGENCY

LEADERSHIP A FACTOR IN YOUR DECISION TO LEAVE DCA?

yes -------- command agency . .

no

IF YES. iAS IT A PRIMARY OR SECONDARY FACTOR?

prizary secondary

,UESIICN #15: HOi WCULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR RELATIONSHIP kITH

ICA CCILEAGUES?

QUESTICNJ 16: DID REIATIONSHIF WITH COLLEAGUES PLAY A PART

Ib YOUR DECISION TO LEAVE LCA? HCO?

yes

- nO

IF YES , AS IT A PRIEARY OR SECONDARY FACTOR?
S.

primary

secondary
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UESICN # 17: HOW WOULD YCU DESCRIBE YOUR PiCFESSIONAL

LSVELCEMINT DURING YCUR STAY AT DCA? -.

UES7ICN #18: WAS THIS A FACTOR IN YOUR LEAVING DCA?

yes no

IF YES, AS IT

primary

secondary

.UES7ICN #19: WErE YCUR OFFICE SPACE AND WORK EQUIPMENT AT

ECA SATISFACTORY?

space yes no "__"_-

e luifment yes no__..__

IF NC, %AS WORKSPACE OR EQUIPMENT A FACTOR IN YOUR ERCISION p

TO LEAVE DCA?

yes------- worksj ace e uip men t

no . -

fUjCN~j 120: IS WORK'SPACE I,3PORTANT ENOUGH TO YCU 1C BE A

PRIMABY CE SECONDARY FACTOR IN A DECISION TO LEAVE A JOE? 0

SIjON#21: WAS YCUR PAY LEVEL AT DCA COM1PETITIVE WITH

RhAT C'IEEES IN YCUR FIELD AT YOUR LEVEL AND JOB TYPE WERE

BEING PAID?
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QUES71CN # 22: GIVEN YOUR EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATION, HOW 1FAS

YOUR SALARY AT ECA RELATIVE TO YOUR EARNING POTENTIAL AT

THAT TIME?

jUESTICN # 23: WERE SALARY, OR SALARY AND BENEFITS A EACIOR

IN YCUB DECISION TO lEAVE DCA?

yes no

IF YES, WAS IT A PRIMARY OR SECONDARY FACTOR?

rimary

secondary

.QUESION #24: WERE YOU ADEQUATELY (FAIRLY) RECOGNIZED Al ECA

IOR TEEWCRK YOU DID THERE?

inforzal recognition from supervisor, e.g., Eraise,

menticnimg your work to others;

adEguate (fair) inade uate (unfair)

formal xecognition (awards)

adequate (fair) inadequate (unfair)

jUESIICN #25: HOW IEPORTANT IS RECOGNITION ON T HE JCB TO

YOU?
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informal recognition low medium

high

formal xeccgnition low medium

big h

CUESTICN 1 26: NAME 1HE THREE THINGS ABOUT WORKING AT YCUR

JOB Al DCA 1HAT MOST TRUSTRATED YOU?

.UESTICN * 27: WHICE, IF ANY, WERE PRIMALY iACTORS IN YGUR

LECISICN 70 LEAVE?

.UESTICN * 28: WHAT IS ThEZ ONE, PRIMARY REASON YLU LEFT

DCA? 

. UESTICN # 29: WHAT CbE THING COULD DCA HAVE DONE THAi MIGHI

HAVE INFLUENCED YOU IC SIAY?

fUESIION #30: HAS YCUR EXPERIZNCE IN YOUR NEW POSITION BEEN

AS PCSITIVE AS YOU EXiECTED IT WOULD BE WHEN YOU LEIi DCA?

5
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APPENDIX B

INTEBIEW RESPONSE LISTINGS

listed ty .Iuesticn here are abbreviated respcnses for

questions fcr which cnly trends were presented in Chater 4.

She numiber of times a particular response %as given is found

in Chapter 4. Frequencies are not repeated here nor are

reskonses listed in cider of magnitude. Rather, the purpcse

of this appendix is tc allow readers to see all responses to

questions including those which are not otherwise reflected

in the body of this research because thej occur too infre-

quently tc constitute a trend oz any significance. ine

sequence in which the responses are Lresented is random.

Question 1: What drew you to DCA?

-lccking for a jot - right type of work for my

tack cro und

-interested in DoD data communications networks

-wcrk offered was technically and professionally

challenging

-work presented "opportunity to make a difference" --

-wcrldwide telecommunications operation that was moving

ahead with a total systems approach to telecommunica-

tions

-pzonram management challenge

-ciportunity to gzcw as a manager

-interesting work; knew agency contractor who descrited

opezaticn to him

-DCA needed help and I thought that I could help them,

tut if job had nct been in Reston I would not have come

-latriotism; it was wartime and DCA needed people with

my particular kncwledge and skills
-clioztunity to gain broader technical experience in
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ccmbination with a promcticn to come

-liked tie work and the people; had positive experience

in previous summer job there

-job description given presented broad responsibilities;

other offers were much more narrow

-was dissatisfied in job I was in and someone at LCA

asked me for a a EF 171

-the name "engineering center" drew me; I liked the idea

of a technical arm

-there was a professional atmosphere in government

back then; had wcrked as a DCA SETA contractor; govern-

ment

was more ethical then, and treated its employees tetter

-was getting cut cf the service; my boss know about

DCA and asked fox a resume

-came to DCA by transfer of function when DCA wds icrmed

-for new opportunities in an expanding field

-admired General who was the Director of

o~eraticns then

-ciportunity to wcrk on new command and control mission

in ccmbinaticL with a significant salary ixncrease

-Admired General ,the Director of DCA

Question 4: " In general, what elements would be found

in a satisfying job icr you?

-significant respcnsibilities plus being given the

resources and freedom to be able to rUL with tnose

-teine provided tie proper support in terms of peojie

and tools "L.

-good management - the kind you can go to and reccive

suppcrt from, and the kind you can understand so that 0

you can support him

-technical challenge .-,.- -.

-technical prcfessionalsim, from both the standpoints . "
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of the technical disciplines and tae IAtegrity cf the

;eoile in the organization-

-ccllegial atmosphere

-the cppcrtunity tc have an impact

-the cppcrtunity tc be more of a general manager in

crder to be able to influence the ability to do a jcod

technical job frcm all aspects

-the cpiortunity to grow as a professional manager

-the cppcrtunity fcr advancement

-the crportunity tc work a the leading edge of

of technology

-a good relationship with top management

-good support and support services, e.g. computez

terminals and secretarial, , and from personnei,

supply, etc.

-a sense of accomplishment - accomplishment of

scmething that ccunts

-a place where people are treated as human beings,

where people care for you, where you are part

of a caring team

-a jot where you can use engineering principles to

actually implement a system - going beyond the

ccnceptual or architectural phase to bringing it to

fruition

-an environment where one has respect for colleagues

atd where one is respected by them

-the cpportunity tc make a meaningfa.l technical

ccntribution to improve the way the DoD does its

tusiness

-an situation where the skills of respected colleagues

match tie demands of the environment

-where there is a technically competent, synergistic

group of colleagues

-a degree of freedcm to pursue things

-an atmosphere where you can get things done
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-the cpicrtunity tc grow technicaliy

-the work must be necessary, important work

-if I have time tc sit and read the newspaper, then

the jot is nct fcr me

-if I do the job right, I expect to be rewarded fcr it;

at the same time, if I don't, I expect a slap on the

wrist

-wcrk that is technically challenging

-work that is interesting to be involved with

-a prcfessional engineering environment

-recogni tio n
-financial reward

-prcper degree of irofessional respect
-number on is challenging work

-reascnalle salary and benefits

-chance to work fairly independently

-envircnment where there is a good bufler zone -

where I don't have to deal with administrative

grouis that think they run the orjanization
-an organization where people know their place, i.e.,

"contract-types"

-the cpportunity tc make a contribution

-where my work is appreciated and accepted

-where the action .s

-work has to be exciting in the sense that it is

an important public service, or is in the national

interest

-where one is in a position to explore to the fullest

his strengths in making it all happen

-stimulating, challenging work

-adequate compensation

Question 6: "What have you liked about your jots at

-involved in a new technical development while there
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-c ioxtunity to dcep abreast of new technologies and

to work at the state-of-the-art in data communications

-clportunity to create a lrofessional atmosphere and tc

brimS in competent personnel to apply to a challenging

Ercblem

-work was challenging and interesting

-variety of probleas presented
-aility to deal across different military boundaries

and CSD

-tasks very broad-scoped

-akle tc work where very little guidance on how tc

Set the job done was given

-high level visibility and contacts

-lots of resources, reasonable funding and good

scnsoriship iL OSE

-I had zore latitude than most

-over the time I was there I influenced a whole Ict

of things in a positive way - got them organized

-building the systems in Vietman and Tailand was fun

and satisfying as was subseguent work on links in

-1 other countries

-work was interesting, challenging and varied,

technically sjeaking

-the technical aslects: doing engineering analysis

and developing architectures

-the peoile

-the general type cf work - defense work is fulfilling

-the office I was in was altogether a nice atmosphere

tc work in

-I was totally in charge of what I was doing; it was

either aake it or break it on my own

-my original groui was a great bunch of people to

work with;the office management and staff were

professionals frcm all standpoints; the group was

closely knit
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-the educational cpiortunities

-the technical likrary

-good siirit at s,ecial parties

-the technical challenge

-great independence in how I did my job, because

marnagement was sc non-existent that you could grab

the kull by the hcrns and run with it

-was able to get involved in the forefront of

technology

-good pecple, interesting and friendly

-gcod working atmosphere in my division

-work was always exciting and technically challenging

-had the opportunity to get out and visit places and

see the results cf my work

-opportunity to be involved in a lot of system design

in tLe formulaticz stages

-cl;ortunity to be creative and have an impact

-wild and exciting work on the new worldwide command

aLd control system

-wide variety of interesting problems from both the

technical and managerial standpoints

-the cpportunity tc make something happen in the

system

Question 12: "%hat words or phrases would you use to

describe an ideal supervisor of engineers?" (Note: traits

are clustered here as they were spoken by individual respon-

dents)

-administrative atilities; the insight to understand

the abilities of his people and to use those to provide

a total capability from the way that he works his peole

together; one whc accepts ideas and one who is able

tc Erovide ideas when necessary - when direction is

is needed, but whc elsewise leaves one alone; one who

helps with problems, but who does not manage or
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supervise me; one who gets involved when you need him

tc 'et cr do what you cannot et or do

-the zost effective kind is one who has insignt to

ccmprehend the bicad thrust of what's keiny presented

and provide guidance along those lines; and one who

has a degree of rational integrity regardless of

perscnal traits - the right technical decision

ccmes out, given any real constraints; and one who

gives ycu the imiression that what you say will

have an impact

-su;portive; decisive, provides leadership but is not

a micrcmanayer; scme technical competence and some

ability to manage - the latter is more important; one

who leaves room for independence - gives broad

guidelines, not "hcw-to's"

-one who is technically competent; who is undestandiL.

and coapassionate; has good interpersonal sxills; has

gcod business sense regarding his environment

-a professional with sufficient expexience to givc

give guidance when needed; i kelieve you determine

what the problem is and give guidance at the beginning

of a prcject, versus telling someone that they did it

wrong at the end - the principal management style at

rCA is "here's a job to do - go do it - I'll tell you

whether or not you did it right when you get it done

-one whc shows respect for an a measure of trust in

his engineers, both as people and professionals

-one who gives brcad technical guidance and allows

the engineer a high degree of freedom within those

guidelines; he must not micromanage, but just set

the stage and give feedback in tte broad sense

-he or she is technically competent; experienced; a

good decision maker; Dacks up ais employees; a gcod

leader in general

-cne who knows the strengths and weaknesses of the
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engineers, hck far he can let each person make

decisions on his own, and to that limit he lets

individuals make decisions, with guidance as

necessary

-a leader, not just one wano reacts; one who lets his

gc tc the extent of their capabilities, and -rcvides

what assistance and encouragement he can to that end

-an engineer who knows how to write and talk - not

the classic engineer who can't communicate his ideas

tc anyone; he has some degree of management training;

cz, cne who is nct an engineer but who has management p

and vertal skills

-one who gives and receives feedback; woo understands

the jot his keople are doing and can guide his jeojle

through - though he does not need detailed technical 0

expertise; he backs up his people and know how tc

give negative feedback

-one who is an intellect - not necessarily an engineer,

but cne with enough knowledge to understand what his

engineers tell him; he should De smarter than his

staff - knowing the parameters, various aspects and

ramifications of things

-one who has an intellectual affinity with the minds

of engineers; a ;ro-active kind of manager in the

sense of expecting technical innovations from his

engineers and giving them sufticient latitude to

get it done; one who gives recognition and acknowledge- P

ment

when someone has Ferformed well; one who

rewards or prods as is appropriate

-one who has an understanding of technical work,

though not necessarily detailed, but enough to

render Judgements; one who understands what motivates

engineers; a jood leader
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Question 14: "Were matters related to command level

(OO)or agency level leadership a tactor in your decisicn to

leave DCA?"

COMMAND -lEVEL RESPONSES

-yes - it was overmanaged; we did not have the freedcm

tc dc things - it turned out that you needed 150

signatures to get an action released, even just to

send a message; and it was hard to make the top

levels understand what we were doing - and many

times they did not even need to know as we were just

ccnveyirg information, i.e. facts, back and forth;

but everything had a huge review and appLoval

piocedure before it got out

-the command managers were not the technical manage-

ment equals of the senior civilians, although they

were good managers in general; and there was an

unfortuLate decline of senior civilian technical

influence

-decisions were made by the environment by default

cm manaementls part; it was a crisis/reaction mode

Cf management

-no, I moved because of geographic preference; however,

if that preference had not been there, it could have

been a factor; the leader was not a technical perscn

there was zero tlere; and he was an obstructionist;

he meddled inthe obscure details of travel or in the

details of a particular training course

-the leader was smart and intimidating - taere would

he periodic screazing and everybody would just react

tc it

-leadership was very weak; there really wasn't any

leadership; the leader was very belligerent; he had

a degree of charisma, and intuitively jumped at the

right answers; he turned people off; his attenti'r
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span was very sucrt, and he had strong opinions

-there was a conservative style; jeneraliy capable

military people came but they were not prepared for *

their jcbs - their approach was myopic

AGENCY-lEVEL RESPONSES

-1 had a growing sense that the military element- in

its less good asFects - was doinant; the engineering

operation was dehilitated; it wasn't like this in

earlier times

-the top level dictates the whole tenor of the

agency - there was very little leadership, and little

sensitivity to people and human issues

-th+e director made it clear that he didn't have

much use or regard for civilians; the engineering p
environment deteriorated as did the ability to

tc accomplish significant work; the director didn't

understand what LCA's real mission is; there's tco

much military management at DCA - engineers arE seen

as meat to be maneuvered

-7he director almost automatically rejected the advice

of his own engineers; he preferred the opinions of

outsiders p
-they were slow tc move on things; it was a senseless

bureaucracy

-director has an innate distrust of civilian emFioyers;

he has destabilized civilian morale; he is naive abcut

the kusiness of the agency; an overall weak director

-its difficult for a joint agency to take its rightful

place in the defense community - turf business
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24. Ccmzanding Officer
Crganizational Effectiveness Center Subic Bay
E. C. Box 60
FPO
San Francisco, California 96651

25. Ccmmanding Officer 1
rg@i zatinai Effectiveness CenterSh bloey Is ana
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Naval Air Staticz Whidbey Island
Cak Harbor, Wasbington 98278

26. Ccamanding Officer
Crganizational Effectiveness Center lokosuka
E. C. Box 4

Seattle, Washington 98762
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